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EMBEDDINGS OF TOPOLOGICAL SEMIGROUPS IN TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS AND SEMIGROUP-VALUED MEASURES
Two aimple theorems on embeddings of uniform or topological commutative semigroups in topological groups are proved. As an application, some recent results on semigroup-valued measures are quiokly derived from their (earlier known and easier to prove) counterparts for group-valued measures.
Throughout this note, S is a commutative semigroup under the operation of addition +, with the zero element 0. Theorem 1.
For any Hausdorff uniformity VI on S the properties (a), (b) and (o) below are mutually equivalent.
(a) There exists a Hausdorff topological commutative group G and a map h:S --G which is an algebraic isomorphism and simultaneously a uniform homeomorphism onto its image, where h(S) is considered with the uniformity induced by the natural uniformity of G. (c) =5> (a) will immediately follow from [6] , Proposition 1.2 and Remark 1 on p.711, if we show that the cancellation law x+z = y+z ==s > x = y holds in S, and that for every U e IX, there exists Ve W such that whenever (x,y)eV, then (x+z,y+z)eU, for all x,y,zeS.
Sinoe It is Hausdorff, the cancellation law is easily seen to follow from (c"); and the above condition is an obvious consequence of (o' ). Theorem 2. Let T be a Hausdorff topology on S under which S is a topological semigroup, i.e., the map In fact, it is obvious that U is a filterbase on SxS, each of whose members contains the diagonal of SxS. If U ell, let Veil be such that V + VcU; this is possible by the continuity of the map + at (0,0). Then V°VcU. Indeed, let (x^,x2) and (x2,x^) be in V, i.e., X-j+V-j = Xg+Vg and x 2 +w 2 = x 3 +w 3 some v^, w^eV, i=1,2. Then -357 -x^+v^+w^ = X2+V£+w.j = x^+w 2 +V2 and ao X-j+U-j = X2+U2, where u i = v i +w i eU » i=1 »2. Thus (x^Xj)eD, Since each U is a symmetric subset of SxS, we have thus checked all the conditions for U to be a base of a uniformity. The uniformity Vi is Hausdorff: If x,ye S and x i y, then sinoe T is H3usdorff and the map + is continuous, there exists U eU such that (x+U)n(y+U) = 0, i.e., (x,y)^U. If U,V G11 are such that V+Vc U, then V+VcU, and so +:SxS -* S is uniformly continuous under IX , It is also clear that condition 2° is fulfilled for IK . Now let a uniformity IX' on S have the properties 1° and 2°. We have to prove that U c VI , i.e.,
Let A eVl',
Choose A^ e Vt' so that A^ • A^cA, and then
Suppose (x,y)eU, i.e., x+u.| = y+u 2 for some u^ugeu. Then (x,x) and (0 f u^) are in Ag, whence (x,x+u^) 6A^j similarly, (y+u 2 ,y)eA 1 . Since x+u^ = y+Ug, from A^A^ca we have (x,y J e A.
This completes the proof of the part (a). Part (b) follows easily from the relation x+UcU[x] which holds true for all xeS and U e "U , and from the definition of s-completeness.
Part (0) A similar remark concerns the decomposition theorem (3.14) established in [7] . This result asserts the existence of a decomposition of a certain type for an exhaustive finitely additive measure from a sigma-ring to a topological semigroup S, under the following hypotheses: S satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2(0J, and the t-closure of the range of y. is s-complete. Applying Theorem 2(c) we easily derive this result from the decomposition theorem for group-valued measures proved in [2] .
